
Creating Family Memories

Creating family memories can be a challenge when you have 

so many things pulling at you as a parent. If you sat down 

right now and looked at your schedule, would you be 

overwhelmed with what your family is doing this week? Or 

maybe you are overwhelmed with your crazy schedule today! 

There are sports activities, music lessons, church events, and 

meetings to attend with not enough time in the day to do it 

all. 

Many of you have a job on top of all these activities. It is 

enough to make you want to run and hide, hoping it will all 

go away. 

It seems like everyone in the family is crossing paths with 

barely even a “hello.” I know how you feel. Your schedule can 

get crazy when the kids get older. 

So how do you slow things down and start creating family 

memories when you can’t even get two words in with your 

children? 

Especially if they have a cell phone! 
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I am going to give you some suggestions to help you start 

creating family memories together. They worked for my 

family and they will work for your family, too. 

I have one adult child who is now independent and one 

teenager who is in college. I think if you asked them, they 

would say we had some wonderful times together and 

created great family memories.  

Some of our fun times together as a family were actually very 

meaningful times (without the cell phone). 

It is important to remember being together as a family is not 

always child-centered. It is a mix of kid fun, family fun, and 

other-centered fun. 

It is the combination of these three things that will help bond 

your family together. 

Most parents stop at the kid fun and don’t work on the other 

two levels of family bonding-family fun and other-oriented fun. 

It takes all three levels to create the most well-balanced family 

memories.  

Before we get into the three levels of family fun, let’s talk 

about your schedule. 
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If you don’t have enough time to schedule family activities, 

then you will be missing out on some of the greatest 

adventures with the people you love the most.

Making Family Time a Priority

If your schedule is crazy, it is time to reevaluate your 

commitments. Going places and doing things can be good to a 

certain extent, but not when it is at the expense of the whole 

family. 

If you are wondering what to cut, I recommend you look at 

your child’s sport's schedule first. This is usually where most 

families are spending their free time. 

Between practices and games, you may be gone most nights 

and all weekend. I recommend you limit each child to one 

sport per season. Anything more may be too taxing on the 

whole family. 

It is not only the time commitment, but the money 

commitment that takes away from other activities you could 

be doing together. Many sports cost hundreds of dollars 

because of fees, lessons, and equipment. 

It becomes especially expensive and time-consuming when 

you get into competing on the Club level. It can be thousands 
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of dollars with travel. That is money you could be spending 

on vacations, day trips, or eating out together at a cool 

restaurant. 

You need to be careful about how much time and money you 

spend on your children’s sports because it will rob your 

family without you realizing it. 

I have seen many families trade in ALL their family time 

together for Club sports because they have been told their 

child could be a pro athlete someday. (They tell this to most 

parents.) 

Many parents even schedule their vacation at the same place 

they are traveling to for Club sports. I understand the 

economics of it, but you probably picked it only because of 

“Johnny” and his sport. 

If you are always at “Johnny’s” Club sport, the family starts 

revolving around “Johnny.” This is not good for the whole 

family. 

Siblings tend to get stuck at practices and games. They 

become resentful of the athletic family member. 

There should be a balance of other things in your schedule 

other than your kid’s sports activities. I am not saying Club is 

a scam, just be careful. 
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Out of all the athletes in both of my kid’s friend groups 

combined (hundreds of people), I know 2 kids who have 

actually gone pro. Most kids end up playing their sport in 

high school, maybe two or three years, and then they quit. 

In order to have meaningful time as a family, choose activities  

that include the whole family and then do them together. 

Don’t let something good like sports take you away from 

something even greater-family time. 

If you have found your family to be out of balance, sit down 

with your spouse (or alone) and start cutting out some things. 

Start with “Johnny’s” multiple sports teams and go from 

there. 

Keep reminding yourself family time is precious. Don’t let the 

time randomly slip through your fingers. You only have so 

many hours to divide. 

Be purposeful about how you spend those limited hours. Get 

a balance of kid fun, family fun, and other-oriented fun. 
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Kid Fun 

Creating family memories is the easiest when it is “kid fun.” 

When your children pick out the activity, it is usually all 

about them. These activities are child-centered. 

Some of these activities may include your child’s sport, 

amusement parks, McDonald’s, bounce house or trampoline 

places, paintball, laser tag, go-carts, etc. 

Whatever your kids love to do, it is important to spend time 

doing it with them. There are sure to be some great memories 

of dad getting shot with the paintball gun, mom getting sick 

on the roller coaster or some awesome plays made on the 

field.

I enjoyed doing these things with my kids because they were 

so happy for the whole day. It is a great feeling being with 

your child when he/she is grinning from ear to ear. 

I loved it! 

Many parents tend to go overboard in this area because there 

will never be an attitude about doing them. I don’t remember 

ever having a conflict with my children at Chuck E. Cheese, 

Six Flags, Hurricane Harbor, or riding go-carts. They are 

happily entertained for hours. 
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Don’t get me wrong, I am all for no conflict. It is a nice break, 

but this is not real life. You are not doing your kids any favors 

if all your family activities revolve around them every time.

In a functional family, there is give and take with each 

member. It does not revolve around the children or one child, 

in particular, all the time. 

You will know if you are out of balance if you spending all of 

your time going to one child’s events. The siblings will be 

angry about it, too. 

When you are creating family memories there is more than 

just kid fun involved. It is only one-third of the equation. The 

problem is the parents stop with “kid fun” because they have 

run out of time, money, and energy. 

It is short-sighted to think all there is to creating family 

memories are theme parks and sporting events. There is so 

much more. Let’s look at the next two levels so you can see 

what I mean. 
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Family Fun

Family fun isn’t kid-centered, it is family-centered. This is the 

second level of creating family memories. It is not just about 

your kids doing things that are fun; it is about the family 

doing things together to make memories. They are a different 

kind of fun. 

There is some character building involved with these 

activities. Character building usually means you will have 

some conflict along the way. 

Don’t let that scare you. It is totally worth the effort. Just close 

your eyes and jump in!

Family fun will help make the time you have with your family 

meaningful. If you become intentional about a few things, it 

will be part of a family habit. It will be your new normal. 

Don’t let your kids talk you out of some of these habits as 

they are not child-centered. It is good not to be focused on all 

their desires and wishes all the time. Here are a few 

suggestions for family fun:  

Eat Together
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I can’t tell you how important it is to eat together with your 

family most days of the week. Turn off the TV and talk to each 

other. You will find out many things about your kids by just  

listening. And don’t allow the cell phone at the table-this 

includes the parents!

Give time for each person in the family to talk. And never 

discipline at the table other than correcting table manners. If 

you do, it will cut off the communication. 

If you will create a non-threatening environment with your 

family at dinner, you can truly find out how each person’s 

day went. You will learn things at the table you would never 

learn anywhere else. 

A good way to start the conversation is to ask everyone to tell 

the best and worst thing that happened that day. The 

conversation will usually get going from there. 

At my house, our conversations became a free for all. We 

would talk about all sorts of things going on in the world, 

friends, family, or who knows what. And some days nothing 

too terribly important was said. 

But we sat together at the dinner table almost every school 

night and most weekends when they were younger. It was a 

time to reconnect after everyone was gone all day. This was 

our time together. 
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Pray Together

My husband and I have found prayer to be one of the best 

things to unite a family. There is nothing greater than a family 

bowing heads together in unison and acknowledging 

someone else greater than themselves-God. 

Praying together as a family shows you are all submitting to 

God as a unit and asking his blessing on your lives. If you do 

not believe in God, I highly recommend you think twice 

about the direction you are leading as a family. 

Raising kids without faith would be difficult as there are no 

morals or values to fall back on as a family. The kids are 

constantly guessing what is okay and not okay. 

Kids who have no moral training tend to do what they want 

without real guilt or remorse. This could end badly over time. 

We prayed with our kids at meal times and then before 

bedtime when they were young. If there was an urgent need 

in the day, I would stop and pray right then with the child.  

There is great comfort in prayer. And even greater joy when 

the prayer is answered. 

Devotions 
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Read a devotional that focuses on character. I found kids 

devotionals that told stories. They are much more interesting 

and relatable than facts. 

Ask a few questions at the end of the story so you can get 

feedback. Use this time to focus on the story and the choices 

that were made-good or bad.

You can do this during meal time. It will give you all 

something to talk about at the table. This is especially good to 

start when your kids are young. 

You don’t have to do it every day, but a couple times a week 

would give you all a chance to have some meaningful 

conversations. 

You can intertwine the devotional with what is going on in 

your kid’s lives, their friends, or even current events. 

Family Pet

Having a family pet is another way to create family memories. 

We have so many funny stories about our dog, Buddy. He 

was a lot of work, but he was hilarious.
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We still talk about some of the crazy things he did like 

chasing our neighbor’s dog in circles, slobber all over us, and 

how he ate every single piece of food he could find.

It is a subject only our family can understand. It is the 

Plagens’ family joke. 

You want to create memories that are exclusive to anyone else 

in the world. Things that make your family unique and 

special. 

Holidays/Traditions

Create family memories by doing special things at the 

holidays only your family does together. Start traditions that 

will have everyone excited.

Some suggestions are the Elf on the Shelf, baking cookies, 

decorating the Christmas tree, cookies for Santa and carrots 

for the reindeer, Easter church service, Easter egg hunt, 

Father’s Day shopping, etc. 

My family always goes to the Christmas Eve candlelight 

church service and out to eat at a very nice restaurant on 

December 24th. It is a standing tradition year after year.
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Other things we have done include the tooth fairy, pictures 

with Santa, Valentine’s gifts, and Mother’s Day and Father’s 

Day celebrations. 

We have family traditions that make us the Plagens. It has 

helped the kids to realize it is not just about them. What is 

more important is spending time as a family doing things 

together. 

Family Vacation

A family vacation is another way to start creating family 

memories. We have had so many great trips together going to 

Disney World, beach resorts, a cabin in the mountains, New 

York, and everyone’s favorite-camping. 

Of all the trips we have done, I would say we have had the 

most bonding time together camping. This is something 

almost every family can afford to do together. 

The best thing about camping is there are a million 

adventures to be had such as paddle boats, canoeing, hiking, 

fishing, campfires, grilling food, and roasting marshmallows. 

(And it has spotty cell service which is a plus.)

I am not the greatest camper. Everyone has laughed at my 

dumb mistakes like hooking my fishing line on a chair, 
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running from a rubber snake and burning the food. And the 

tent… is a little rough. But I did it for many years!

We have camped alone with just the 4 of us and we have gone 

with other families. Both are really fun. We have camped 

many times in a tent as well as a camper. I like the camper!

Church

Going to church together every week is an important 

tradition. It will help your family grow spiritually. You can 

talk about what your kids learned in Sunday School 

afterward. If your kids are older, you can discuss the sermon. 

We usually went out to lunch together after church so we 

could spend the time talking and catching up from the 

weekend. It was a natural way for us to discuss what our kids 

learned and get their feedback. 

When it comes to church attendance, many parents go into 

one extreme or the other. Either they don’t care about church 

or they are so legalistic, the child isn’t allowed to miss once.

Neither is healthy.  

Children who have no real faith or moral training are more 

likely not to do well long term. And kids who live under 
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severe thinking tend to hate church and never want to go 

back once they leave home. It is good to attend church most 

Sundays, but be flexible.

It wasn’t always easy getting up early on Sunday morning, 

but it was a habit. My kids didn’t wonder if we were going 

each week. It was a given. Some weeks were harder than 

others. Keep going. It will pay off. 

Church should have a positive effect on your family, not a 

negative effect. Find a church with an excellent children’s 

ministry, youth group, and good biblical teaching. One where 

your family will grow together. 

I am relieved to say both of my kids still attend church as  

adults even though they don’t live at home. Their faith has 

become their own. It has been successfully passed down to 

the next generation. 
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Other-Centered Fun

Creating family memories is even more meaningful when you 

take it to the third and highest level which is other-centered fun. 

Most parents don’t do these types of activities because it takes 

time, planning, money, and an unselfish heart.  And it is a 

struggle to get your kids to see the importance. 

The earlier you start your kids, the easier it is to do these 

activities together. Expect some attitude from your kids. It’s 

normal. Just keep going on with your plans. 

It may be years later before you see the impact, but I promise, 

you are doing some of the most important things as a family 

when you do other-oriented fun. 

Volunteer

Find a place to volunteer together. Most schools require a 

certain number of volunteer hours. Use the summer or 

holidays to do it together. 

You will have something to talk about as a family. There will 

be bonding over what you experienced, and how you made a 

difference.
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We like to serve Thanksgiving lunch at a women’s shelter 

every year. My kids actually look forward to this time 

together. 

It makes us so much more grateful when we do this. 

Suddenly, your own problems look small when you see others 

hurting. There is real gratification is meeting a small need and 

feeling like you made a difference for someone that day. 

Most cities have a food bank, homeless shelter, or place of 

donation that can use your help. Your local church can direct 

you to some great organizations. 

Mission Trip

For years we did a family mission trip together in the 

summer. Both of my kids say this was the best thing we did as 

parents. It was life-changing for our whole family. If you can’t 

go, send your kids on a trip. You won’t be sorry. 

Our family has seen terrible poverty and been able to actually 

help these people immediately. We have helped families build 

bathrooms, put together beds, clean up yards, add plumbing 

and electricity, roof homes, teach VBS, and run sports camps 

for children.
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It was neat to see the satisfaction in my children’s eyes after a 

hard day’s work. They knew they were directly impacting 

other people and helping them make a better life for 

themselves. 

You may find your children are not excited at first, but keep 

working with them. They will come along in time if you stick 

with it. 

Giving to Others

Another way to create family memories is to find a reputable 

organization at Christmas time and shop for the gifts together 

as a family. The kids could even donate a couple of dollars 

towards the gift. 

For many years we did the Angel Tree at the mall. You pick a 

child’s name off the tree, shop for the child together, and 

bring the toy back to the Angel Tree for collection.

Samaritan’s Purse is another great organization to participate 

in at Christmas. You shop for the toys, put them in a shoe box, 

and mail it overseas. Do the whole thing together as a family, 

including the post office trip.

If you don’t want to do that, find something in your 

community you can do as a family to give back. It can be 
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something as simple as finding a family in need and shopping 

for them. Or help an older woman with her lawn or house 

repairs. 

Another idea is to have your children donate things they are 

not using. Most kids have more toys and books than they 

need. Have them go through their stuff and take it together to 

a Goodwill or a Salvation Army drop off location. 

My kids liked doing a lemonade stand in the summer. Have 

them donate a few of those dollars to someone in need. Teach 

tithe and offerings with their earned money. 

Last Thoughts

We have talked about many ways you can go about 

creating family memories. It starts with adjusting your 

schedule so you actually have time to do more things 

together. 

You have learned there is not one but three levels of family 

bonding: kid fun, family fun, and other-oriented fun. 

It is important not to shortchange your family and get 

stuck on level one-kid fun. You will miss out on some of 

the greatest moments in your family’s life if you will move 

on up to level two and three. 
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In the next chapters, I will tell some very meaningful 

stories that include family fun and other-oriented fun. I 

believe you will be convinced going the extra mile with 

your family will be worth it.  

These stories tell what happened to us over the years, and 

how it has changed our lives. By reading them, you will 

get a better idea on how to implement these suggestions in 

your own home. 
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Our Dog, Buddy

Making memories as a family is one of the most important 

things you can do to create bonding with each other. Not just 

with holiday traditions and vacations but good everyday 

memories. 

The kind of memories only your family would understand 

when you joke about something together. One of the best 

memories we have as a family is our dog, Buddy. Buddy was 

a dog no one would ever forget.

How We Found Buddy

We found Buddy in the Walmart parking lot. A family was  

near the entrance trying to sell the last 2 puppies from 

their dog’s litter. For some reason, they just couldn’t seem to 

sell them.

I guess the remaining puppies were not quite up to snuff from 

a buyer’s point of view. That didn’t bother me. When I looked 

down at Buddy, and he looked up at me with his big brown 

eyes, I knew he was mine. I was in love from the beginning.

We purchased Buddy and brought him home as a surprise for 

our kids. They were so excited to have a dog. He was precious 
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in every way. I knew this would be a great way for us to make 

memories as a family. A dog brings everyone together.

Buddy

Buddy was a black Lab. He had a small white patch in the 

front, and a soft shiny coat. And, like I said, the most adorable 

big brown eyes. He had a puppy body with very large paws. 

The breeder thought he would be about 70 to 80 pounds 

when he was full grown.

Buddy went everywhere with the kids. He was one of the 

family in every way. We bonded with him very quickly. I 

mean, who doesn’t love a puppy? 

A puppy will play, eat, and sleep most of the day. We were 

making memories with him and loving every minute. 

Buddy Chewed Everything

After several months, Buddy became like a toddler. He 

started chewing on everything. And I mean everything. He 

ate all the shoes in his reach, destroyed his toys within days, 

and chewed on the furniture when we were not looking.
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Unfortunately, the chewing was getting so bad we could not 

let Buddy roam around the house alone while we were gone. 

We decided it would be best to lock him in the utility room so 

our house wouldn’t be destroyed while we were away.

One day, we came home to let Buddy out of the house. When 

my husband opened the door to the utility room, we found 

the corner of our wall missing. He chewed up the wall. 

How does a dog even do that? It was at a weird angle. We 

finally had to start locking him in his kennel when we left the 

house. 

We were definitely making memories as a family. Just not the 

kind of memories I had in mind. They were the kind of 

memories where you laugh years later.

It was at this point we realized Buddy was a lot. He was 

“extra” as they say. Extra, extra.

Buddy Had A Lot Of Energy

Buddy had so much energy we couldn’t wear him out. Think 

Tasmanian devil and then picture Buddy. In fact, there were 

many days he wore out my son. Now that’s saying 

something!
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Buddy, continued to grow. He eventually capped out at 120 

pounds. Now we had a crazy dog with 120 pounds of weight. 

Oh, yay! 

We never thought he would be that big. There was a reason 

for those huge feet. I had mistakenly bought Clifford the 

immensely large, black, slobbery dog.

I kept reminding myself we were making memories as a 

family. This would be good for us. And Buddy would 

eventually outgrow his bad behavior. I was wrong. Very 

wrong. 

Training Our Unruly Dog

Exasperated with the behavior of our unruly dog, I bought a 

book on how to train a Lab. I spent many hours with Buddy. I 

taught him to roll over, shake hands, sit, and lay down. He 

even learned what side to walk on when out on a leash.

Buddy got to be pretty good at it all. Unfortunately, I could 

never quite get him to obey without a treat in my hand. He 

was naughty that way. He was trainable only when he had 

treats. 

Truthfully, we didn’t train Buddy. Buddy trained us. We had 

to do things his way if we wanted him to obey. 
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Dirty Rotten Thief

Buddy was a dirty, rotten thief. After stealing something, he 

would look at you with his big, brown eyes. It was hard to not 

laugh. 

He knew what he did was wrong. The only problem was we 

all knew he was not sorry, nor would ever be sorry.

Buddy would jump up to the counter and steal whatever was 

in his reach. Several times, he grabbed a week’s worth of 

grilled meat I had made for dinner.  

Another time he stole a loaf of bread with the plastic on it. 

Nothing would be left but you knew what happened. He 

had that look.

If I made the kids’ school lunches and left them out on the 

counter, he would eat both lunches. The only evidence would 

be part of a slobbery, paper bag left on the floor in another 

room.

Forget walking around with a sandwich in your hand. The 

first time you put your arm down, he would snatch it. I could 

always tell when he stole a sandwich because there would be 

a lot of hollering coming from the kitchen.
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We Tried Everything

We tried everything to get Buddy to calm down. I even got a 

shock collar. I know you might be horrified, but, let me tell 

you, it didn’t phase him. 

He would feel the zap when he crossed the perimeter. His 

shoulders and legs would twitch, his head would tilt, and 

then he’d be off to parts unknown.

At one point, he chewed up a small steel cable. The pet store 

had never heard of that. They were supposed to be chew 

proof. Nothing was “Buddy proof.”

I Became Sick

After several years with Buddy, I became very sick. I was too 

sick to manage him during the day. I had been diagnosed 

with Crohn’s/Colitis and was barely able to get out of bed.

It was hard to just take care of myself and the kids. I was 

trying to keep my family from falling apart. I couldn’t deal 

with a crazy dog.

We had no choice but to find our Buddy a new home. 

Everyone was heartbroken. This was not how I imagined our 

family making memories.
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We were going to take Buddy to the SPCA but we couldn’t do 

it. At the last minute, my husband found a home for him. One 

of his employees lived on a farm.

Buddy would be happy and could run to his heart’s content. 

He would also have a playmate. Their family had a female 

black Lab. I think Buddy was in heaven when he went to the 

farm.

From time to time, we heard stories about Buddy stealing live 

chickens. He also liked to sneak in the farmyard and eat the 

eggs. Yep, that was our Buddy.

On a good note, he became a very good watch dog. They 

really loved him and took care of him while he was there.

Making Memories With Buddy

While Buddy was at the farm, we moved back to Dallas. My 

colon healed, and we found a house with a fenced backyard. 

After about 3 years, my husband’s employee asked us if we 

wanted Buddy back. Buddy was much calmer and would be 

fine in the house now.

We decided to bring Buddy home. We bought my husband’s 

employee a new Lab they could breed, and we got Buddy 

back. 
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It was such a fun day when Buddy walked in and surprised 

the kids. They were beyond happy.

This was one of the best memories I have with my family. The 

day Buddy came home. I knew we would be making 

memories that would last forever.

Buddy became one of the best pets we ever had. He was an 

amazing watch dog. He would bark when anyone touched 

our yard.  I don’t know how he sensed the presence of 

another person, but he did. He knew someone was at our 

house way before anyone rang the doorbell.

Buddy followed me around the house all day. He would plop 

right next to me, wherever I was.  That is until my husband or 

son came home. Buddy adored both of them. 

My son begged and begged us to let him take Buddy to 

college with him. We couldn’t part with him again.

Buddy was still a thief and needed to be walked every day. 

No one minded because he was our baby. We would do 

whatever needed to be done this time around. We were all 

happy making memories with our precious dog.
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Buddy Had A Lump

About 3 years after Buddy came home, we noticed a large 

lump on him.  We kept ignoring it. It kept getting bigger and 

bigger. 

We finally had it looked at when he had his shots. The doctor 

said she thought it was fatty tissue and could be removed.

We decided to do it. After surgery, we found out the lump on 

Buddy was not fatty tissue but actually cancer. We were 

crushed. We had just gotten him back and didn’t want to lose 

him again.

We were able to keep an eye out for any more lumps. 

Fortunately, nothing came back for a long time.

Last year we noticed another lump on him. This one was on 

his hind leg. He was starting to feel it. Buddy was not able to 

go on long walks; he would have to stop and rest. 

You could tell he still wanted to be outside, but he couldn’t 

push himself.

After a while, we had it looked at. It was cancer. This time it 

was wrapped around his bone and inoperable. We let Buddy 
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live as long as we could. Last May he started hobbling around 

and dragging his leg.

We knew he was uncomfortable. He was still wanting to go 

on walks, but he couldn’t make it. We finally made the 

decision to put him down. 

It was one of the hardest days of my life. Buddy only made it 

10 years. I wish he could have lived longer.

Now that he is gone, the house feels so empty.  In the last 

year, we have gone from a family of four with a dog to just 

my husband and me. The kids are both in college now.

There have been so many losses in such a short amount of 

time. It is hard not to get a little teary-eyed.

Saying Goodbye To Youth

For me, it isn’t just saying goodbye to our beloved dog; it is 

saying goodbye to one of the best parts of my life. The end of 

an era, and the end of my youth. It is saying goodbye to the 

way things were when my kids were young. And when I was 

young.

My husband and I are now looking at a new phase in our 

lives. The children are both grown, and my husband and I 
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turn 50 this year. We are entering the empty nester phase. No 

more little kids or dogs. I know this phase will be fun; it is just 

different.

We will never get another dog. Buddy can never be replaced. 

All I have left are our memories together as a family. It was 

worth it. I would buy that same crazy, slobbery dog again.

All of his silly antics gave us so many laughs and helped our 

family become a team. We all worked together to raise the 

most unruly, lovable dog on the planet.

If your kids have been begging you to get a pet, do it. It is 

hard work, but when you look back someday at their 

childhood, a pet will be a big part of your family bonding.

In this day and age with all the violence among teens, it is 

important to remember that a pet teaches empathy, loving 

something helpless, and responsibility.  Most of all, you will 

find that a pet becomes a member of your family.  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Best Gag Gift Ever

Christmas is a great time to create family traditions and new 

memories. About 20 of us were together at my parent’s 

house this last Christmas which hasn’t happened in a long 

time. 

One of the things that made it so great is a family tradition 

that has been observed for several years. It’s this gag gift that 

keeps getting recirculated each time the gifts are opened at 

Christmas.

I think it is the best gag gift ever. It’s a framed picture of my 

cousin’s artwork that he did when he was around 6-7 years 

old. It has brown stains on it which are hard to see but believe 

me, they are there.

It was his first and last attempt at cross-stitch. I think it maybe 

has a flag on it. It is hard to tell what exactly is on this lovely 

piece of artwork.

Possibly, a flag of surrender. He was wise to give up and call 

it quits at such a young age. I think he realized early on that 

his calling was not in the arts.

Rules That Come With The Best Gag Gift Ever
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This picture is definitely something of an albatross when you 

get it at Christmas because there are all sorts of display rules 

that go with it.

The rules are as follows:

1.) After receiving the picture at Christmas, it has to be hung 

on the wall for a year and then brought back the following 

Christmas wrapped for the next person (victim) to receive.

2.) The picture has to be hung in a place of prominence (not 

the closet) and posted on Facebook as proof of compliance.

There is an element of public humiliation tied to this lovely 

artwork. It’s kinda like the lump of coal in one’s stocking, 

only on steroids.

How The Best Gag Gift Ever Started

It was originally a gift from my aunt to my cousin in 2012. I 

know she meant well by it, but my cousin probably didn’t 

have quite the same feelings that his mother did. 

Maybe a gift card or cash was what he was expecting for 

Christmas. But not a framed picture of something he made 

when he was little.
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Even though it is a bit rough looking, I can see how my aunt 

would want to lovingly frame it for him. It is sentimental…

but only to my aunt. My cousin, being the prankster that he 

is, decided not to let the thing die a quiet death.

He had to revive the old carcass and put it back into the 

Christmas gifts the following year. It’s now been recirculated 

for about 4 years and has become a family tradition. The 

recipients even have their names proudly enshrined on the 

back of it.

I Like The Gag Gift

Secretly, I’m glad I have the gag gift. Since it is the best gag 

gift ever, I’m going to proudly display it in the hall. (not the 

living room)

The picture reminds me I am loved. Which I believe was the 

original intent when it was first given by my aunt to my 

cousin. What a fun way to be included in the family. I was 

actually honored to receive it.

It’s moments like this that create family traditions and give us 

memories to laugh about for years to come. It is a way to say 

you are part of the club. 
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And having to put it on Facebook is just another dimension of 

the humor. Everyone else will know you are part of a very 

special club-family. 

What kind of traditions would you like to start with your own 

family? The funny traditions are the ones that create the best 

family memories. And they seem to keep going on for long 

periods of time. 

You can start the tradition early in the life of your family. It 

will give you years and years of fun for everyone to look 

forward to when the time comes around every holiday. 
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Going to the Border

For many years, my family (our kids included) has been 

going to the Texas-Mexico border on mission trips with our 

church. 

We have been ministering to the people specifically in the 

Colonias. Our church sponsors the trip through our Sunday 

School class. 

I didn't know what the Colonias were when I first signed up 

with my husband many years ago. Since it was in Texas, I 

thought it couldn't be that bad. 

I was wrong. 

Some areas are a little worse than a bad trailer park, but other 

areas are horrific. The Colonias are one of the most 

impoverished places in the nation.

What Are the Colonias?

The Colonias are communities in an unincorporated 

makeshift area about a mile from the Texas-Mexico border. 

These areas are just beyond the municipal boundaries of any 

city or town. Many sections of land have no drinking water, 

utilities, or sewage service. 

Texas has the largest number of Colonia residents; more than 

500,000, mostly immigrants, who live in these shanty houses.
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The land in these areas is subdivided by unscrupulous 

owners who sell a plot, often to buyers who don't understand 

the terms of the agreement. 

Many times the owner will give false promises such as 

utilities. Of course, no improvements are made and nothing is 

installed.

If the terms of the agreement are not kept, the family 

is thrown off the property only for the same thing to happen 

again to the next unsuspecting residents. 

These people have no recourse since they don't understand 

English and barely have enough money to live.

The Housing in the Colonias

Many of the houses in the Colonias barely stand up straight 

because they are built with a mixture of plywood, 

cinderblocks, metal scraps and tar paper. 

Residents have extension cords running from one shanty to 

another trying to get electricity to their shelters. Some shelters 

are little better than a cardboard box.

I saw one make-shift home that had 3 walls and no roof. A 

baby was sitting outside in the 100-degree heat left in a 

stroller with no adults around. It was beyond imaginable. 

I am still upset we couldn't stop to help.
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The problem is you can 't stop every time you see something. 

It is like this everywhere. You have to stay focused on the 

projects you have chosen and work to accomplish them before 

you leave.

I fought this feeling to help everyone the whole time I was 

there. It is really hard not to get sidetracked to a new project. 

It is like a black hole. The needs are endless.

Another home we visited was basically a dumping ground for 

garbage and old metal scraps. The house was again like a big 

box with no electricity, water, or sewage. 

The people inside were barely existing. It smelled like death.

We found dead rats under the house that had been 

meticulously slit open and gutted. It appeared they had been 

eating them for food. 

This still haunts me at night when I sleep. I don't know how 

they were living this way.

Who Lives in the Colonias?

You may be wondering who lives in the Colonias. There is a 

mix of mostly American citizens and illegal immigrants who 

live in these areas.  

It is hard to tell who is legal and who is not. Nobody asks, 

and we don't care since we are with a missions team.
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All I can tell you is that once you look these people in the 

eyes, you see they are humans not much different from 

people anywhere else. They have adorable children who like 

sports, candy, and are curious about God.

I am more than happy to love these children and help families 

put on a roof, add a room, or tell them about Jesus. I think 

Jesus would be right there with us if He were still here. (He is 

here, just not in human form.)

I have found it a difficult plight mentally as my heart is 

literally split in two when it comes to the immigration issue. 

Most of the residents are legal citizens, some are not. They 

have come here to make a better life.

I can't say I would think any differently if I were one of them. 

I wouldn't want to go back to another country and face an 

even worse destiny than the one that is here.

It is sickening to see these houses and know they are grateful 

to be living in them.

I, on the other hand, have many rooms in my house and 

multiple bathrooms with running water, electricity, etc. 

I complain when my Netflix doesn't work.
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Why Do I Keep Going Back to the Texas-Mexico 
Border?

You may wonder why my family keeps going back to the 

Texas-Mexico border in an area that is unsafe, dirty, and 

forgotten. It is because it has literally changed our lives. 

My otherwise, phone-addicted teenage children, would put 

down their cell phones for several days and work in 100-

degree heat roofing, painting, and singing songs with 

elementary age children.

This alone changed me, watching them find the true meaning 

of life. I found the true meaning of life, too. True happiness is 

not found in a bigger house, a faster car, or a better job. 

It is found in giving back to others who will never be able to 

pay you back.

When you see your son give piggyback rides to children who 

may not be perfectly clean or you see your daughter give a 

child extra snacks or drinks because he has not eaten all day, 

it makes you realize this is the best thing your family has ever 

done together

I can't begin to fix the immigration laws or tell you who 

should stay and who should go. But I can tell you both of my 

children said the trips to the Texas-Mexico border was the 

best thing we ever did as a family. 
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My daughter has said over and over again she would rather 

be in South Texas than on a big, fancy vacation.

My family found ourselves in the heat, dust, and dirt of an 

abandoned area that no one else cares about. We found who 

we really are as people and as Christians who love Jesus. 

I will be forever grateful for this experience as it truly bonded 

my family together to make some of the best family memories 

of our lives.
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When Your Baby Leaves Home For Good

My baby leaves home for good this week. It was just 

yesterday I brought him home from the hospital. I had no 

idea what to do with him, and, yet, I knew how to do 

everything when the time came.

My mother instincts kicked in the moment I held him in my 

arms to nurse. He attached to me like we had been together 

for years. We had, after all, been together for 9 months before 

he was born.

In those 9 months, I thought about my son almost every 

moment praying that each organ, muscle, fingers, and toes 

would be developed normally. I prayed he would be healthy.

Most of all, I prayed I would carry him the full nine months. 

It had been a troubled pregnancy at some points. All of those 

prayers were answered and more.

My beautiful son was perfect in every way. He was a miracle, 

as every child is when they take their first breath. It is hard to 

believe this same baby leaves home for good in a couple of 

days.
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Gifts And Talents


I am still amazed that the things my son liked when he was 3 

are still the things he enjoys today. The outdoors (hunting and 

fishing), building, and talking with people are his gifts. 

And he will be using these same gifts to make a living.

The little guy who “welded” our wall is the same guy 20 

years later who has landed a job in the building industry. 

I still remember him asking what was inside the walls when 

he was 2 years old. Who asks that?

And that little boy who made new friends with everyone at 

the park every time we went is still engaging with people 

today.  This fun personality would be the very thing he would 

need to make a living selling in the construction industry.

And the fishing. He has now become a master fly fisherman 

who will live near those gold medal streams.  He knows the 

life cycle of every bug from Texas to California. I’m sure he 

will entertain a few clients with this gift.

Most of all, the man I send off has a faith. It is not my faith 

any longer. It is his own.  He took what we taught him and 

developed into a godly man. 
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It was worth every minute we spent talking about God, going 

to church, reading the Bible with him, and reinforcing good 

character.

My son took those principles he learned early on and 

developed his skills and talents to be the person he is today.  

He was already hard-wired to be a certain way, the rest we 

had to nurture along.

It was fun watching him develop his gifts and talents. We 

didn’t know how it would play out for him. My son has 

definitely kept us guessing right until the very end. 

Feeling Inadequate

That little person I delivered on Labor Day many years ago 

has now turned into an incredible man. I can only thank God 

for this because there were many days I felt inadequate. 

My husband and I spent many hours on our knees asking 

God what to do next.

I never had brothers, so I didn’t know the first thing about 

raising boys. The mystery started the first time I changed his 

diaper all the way to college and landing his dream job.
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My husband and I both have learned so much through the 

whole parenting process. We learned we needed God. It was 

more than we could handle alone.

We found we didn’t have to have the answers to everything, 

just the next step. As my son has aged, he has had an integral 

part in choosing the next step.

And then one day he totally took the next step on his own 

with God’s help. When my baby leaves our home I will be sad 

but at peace.

We have been preparing him for this day his whole life. He is 

finally going to fly out of the nest on his own. He is his own 

man, and I couldn’t be more proud.

When Your Baby Leaves Home

When your baby leaves home you will look back on all those 

mundane days at home and realize how important those 

hours really were.

You are building character and nurturing those talents and 

gifts or wasting time by not being intentional.

Cherish the time you have with your children. Make your 

days count for something. Spend time as a family doing 
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devotionals, talking about the sermon at church, eating 

together at dinner, and volunteering.

One day, when your baby leaves home, you will look back on 

your time with him/her and realize it’s all over.  You have 

only been given a certain amount of days, and then they are 

gone. 

Good or bad it will be done.

The only thing left will be your memories. Memories of 

welding the wall, days in the park, and fishing in every 

stream between here and the Colorado River. 

Memories of family traditions, church on Sunday, holidays, 

and volunteering together. These are the things you will never 

forget and neither will your kids.

You are charged with doing the best you can today, and then 

leaving the rest up to God. Trust that He will take your child’s 

talents and gifts and use them to fly solo someday. 

You will be so grateful you did. And you will be at peace 

knowing you have passed your faith to the next generation. 
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A Sample Schedule to Make the Most of Your 

Time

The best time to start making family memories is in the 

summer or holidays. Take advantage of those long days to 

work on all 3 levels-kid fun, family fun, and other-oriented fun. 

I am going to give you a sample schedule for my kids when 

they were the ages of 7 and 11. It worked pretty well even 

though they were 4 years apart in age. You can adjust 

activities to fit your own child’s age. 

If you are a stay home mom who has preschoolers, you can 

do this all year. For those of you who work full time, pick and 

choose things you can do during the week and implement 

more on the weekends.

This schedule is meant to be flexible. It is for the days you 

have little to no plans. Try to include reading every day 

whether you have plans or not. As a teacher, I can’t tell you 

how important this is to your child’s education. 

Schedule

8:30am-9am Breakfast
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While eating breakfast, read a short devotional that is relevant 

to your children’s age. Focus on stories that reinforce 

character qualities. 

I highly recommend Adventures in Odyssey if you want 

something to listen to instead of reading. (I am NOT an 

affiliate.) These stories are so good I get pulled into the 

drama. It is some of the best writing around for not only 

quality but content. 

After the devotional, have your kids answer a few discussion 

questions. You may have to make them up. I tried to make the 

questions fun and relevant to them.

* I did my best not to let them watch TV during meal times. It 

is a bad habit to get into. Families lose so much time 

connecting with each other when they sit and eat in front of 

the TV every meal.

9am-9:30am Chores

Get dressed, help with dishes or laundry, clean up their room, 

empty trash, etc.

9:30 am-11:30 am Play Outside/Park/Pool
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In Texas, it is hot in the summer. I tried to send my kids 

outside to play before the late afternoon when it hit 100 

degrees. We would either go to the pool or the park.

If I couldn’t leave the house that day, they went outside to 

play. It is important to let them create their own games, and 

have their own time to find their fun.

11:30am-12:30pm Hobbies/Teach A Skill/Sports 

Crafts

My daughter liked doing crafts. I had a bunch of paints, 

colors, pencils, play-doh, etc. There was no Pinterest back 

then for reference. She just created things. I tried to keep the 

mess to a minimum.

I usually set out a towel or shower curtain liner to keep the 

paints from getting everywhere. This can be done inside or 

outside. I preferred outside! Other ideas are to teach 

needlework/cooking/art/sports lessons.

Sports lesson/practice

My son loved being outside as much as he could. His hobby 

was sports. We signed him up for swim team one summer 
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and tennis lessons another summer. Eventually, my daughter 

did the same thing.

12:30pm-1pm Lunch/Picnic Outside

Some days we ate lunch at the park or the pool. It made the 

lunch more fun and extended the pool time.

If a devotional is not good at breakfast, then do it at lunch (if 

you are home).

1pm-2pm Free Time

Let the kids watch TV, get on the computer, iPad etc. It is their 

choice. This gives everyone a little time to wind down after 

the morning activities and get ready for room time.

2pm-3pm Room time/Reading/Rest

Whatever age and reading level, your kids need to be reading 

books every day. If they are young, you can read to them. If 

they are older, they can work on their school reading list or 

have a free reading time.

After they are done, they can stay in their room and play with 

their toys or rest, etc. 
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I started teaching my kids about personal quiet times during 

this time. They read the Bible/Bible story the amount of time 

as their age. 10 yrs old = read 10 minutes.

If your kids keep trying to leave their room, send them back. 

You can train them to do this. It is a great reprieve for mom!

If you kids leave their room during room time, add more 

time. Maybe 5 minutes the first time. Keep adding more time 

if they leave again. (Make sure they potty and have a drink 

before they start room time.) 

3pm-4pm Educational Screen Time/Library

I found math, reading, science and history games for my kids 

to play on the computer/iPad. I tried to capitalize on the 

areas they struggled in the most. 

There are apps, programs, and so many different things to 

download now. Make sure they think it is a fun game so it is 

not a huge power struggle.

Once a week we would go to the library to get books and go 

to story time. This is a great inside activity when it is hot. My 

kids enjoyed the stories the librarian read and it gave me a 

break. 
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4pm-5pm Free Time

If you can’t watch your kids outside, then this is a perfect 

time to let them watch TV or help in the kitchen.

This allows you time to work on dinner if you have not 

started. They can also help you with anything around the 

house like laundry, etc.

*Screen time-I tried to keep the screen time down to about 2 

hours during the day. It is also important that you see what 

your kids are watching whether on TV, video games iPad, or 

the computer.

We never allowed a TV or computer in their bedrooms. When 

they do get a Smart Phone, it is important to get blocks on the 

phone. Pornography is too easy to access.

5pm-5:30pm Clean Up Time

Everyone helps pick up toys and clean up before dinner. This 

may not take very long. Some kids are more compliant than 

others. 

5:30pm-6:15pm Dinner
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Eat as a family without the TV. Talk about the day, what your 

kids learned in school reading, devotions, etc. Include dad in 

on the events of the day so he can participate in the 

discussion.

6:30pm-7:30pm Play with dad/family time

It is important to have some whole family interaction in the 

evenings, if possible. Try a board game or game outside 

instead of watching TV all evening. 

7:30pm-8pm Bathtime

My kids loved bathtub paints. There are plenty of bath time 

activities on Pinterest to keep your kids engaged in some fun.

8:00 pm-8:30 pm Story time/School reading

Great time to read story books together or catch up on school 

reading, if not done during the day.

8:45 pm-9 pm Prayers/Bathroom/Drink Of Water

Praying together at night is so important. You can pray for 

other people you know or you can pick someone you don’t 

know like a missionary. This gives your kids the opportunity 

to care about others.
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9 pm Bedtime. 

It is really important you train your kids to stay in bed at 

night unless an emergency. There should be enough time left 

in the evening for you and your spouse to be alone. This is 

really important for your marriage. 

Why Should I Try A Schedule? My Kids Will Never 
Do It!

1. You are the adult.

It is up to you on how you decide to run your house. You 

don’t have to enforce every second of every day but have a 

plan to do something throughout the day. Having too much 

idle time is bad for everyone.

Child-centered parenting is all the rage now. I believe it is 

unhealthy for the whole family. The kids don’t need to run the 

family. They should be a welcome member of the family but 

not in charge of you and your family time. 

2. Believe in the activities you choose

If you don’t think it is fun, you won’t sell it to your kids as 

fun. Fine tune your schedule to their talents and needs. Allow 
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your kids to help choose some of the activities so they have 

ownership in their day.

3. Believe in the schedule

If you think the schedule is stupid, so will your kids. Again, 

be flexible. If your kids are enjoying the pool and behaving, 

skip something else. These are just ideas to help you fill your 

day with something other than TV and no structure.

4. Do this for your sanity

Once I put a schedule in place, it cut down on the arguing, 

fighting, and mischief. I was not irritated and angry by the 

end of the day. (I didn’t feel the need to run out the door and 

escape to the nearest looney bin by 6 pm.)

5. Capitalize on this time

Having kids home during the summer or holidays can be a 

great thing. It is not only an opportunity to create family 

memories, but it is also a good time to work on character 

issues.

When you are with your kids all day, you will notice some 

things you can work on such as whining, lying, self-control, 

obedience, attitude, etc.
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Tailor your devotionals to hit relevant issues, and use the 

discussion time to talk about positive ways to do things. 

Focus on the positive as much as possible. Reinforce with 

praise throughout your day. 

How Do I Implement The Schedule?

1. Write out the schedule with your kids.

Ask them for input on their day. Make it a family affair. This 

way there will be some ownership. You don’t need to let them 

control the schedule, just input.

2. Post the schedule where everyone can see it.

It is so much easier to follow a schedule when it is out for 

everyone to look at it. I put ours on the refrigerator. 

3. Adjust the schedule, if needed.

You may find your kids do better playing in the afternoon and 

sleeping until 11 am. You do what is best for the lifestyle of 

your family.

4. Choose what is important and don’t be flexible on those 

things.
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We read every day we were home. It was the one thing I 

didn’t adjust. Sometime during the day, we had reading/

room time. And I did something almost every day regarding 

character development.

5.  Have consequences for the things that are important.

There were a few times one or both of my kids didn’t read 

when they were supposed to. They had to read during free 

time.

There will be times of conflict, but, overall, your kids should 

buy into the whole concept if most of the day is fun. 

Remember, you are teaching character and some discipline 

throughout your day. 

Whether you realize it or not, you create family habits every 

day. Some are good and some aren’t so good.  Readjusting the 

ones that aren’t helping your family will improve your time 

together.

I hope this will give you a better idea of how to help your 

family create some good family memories. Most of the time it 

is just about creating good family habits. 
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What Will You Do With Your Family?

In this book, I have given you some helpful tips to start 

creating your own family memories.  I started by defining the 

levels of family memories, I included a few of my own family 

memories, and, lastly, a flexible schedule so you can see how 

it all works. 

You don’t have to do everything my family did, but the point 

is to get you started on your own family journey. 

You can see by some of the stories I told how impactful family 

fun and other-oriented fun have been in our lives. Getting to 

those upper levels is everything. 

This is where you can see the most bonding happen and 

greatest memories occur. 

If you are stuck on level one, try something on level two. Give 

it time to take root and grow. You will not see quick results; it 

will be slight changes over time.

Nurturing Your Family Times

Nurturing a family in today’s society takes time and 

planning. If you don’t become intentional then your days will 

disappear into years. Before long, your kids will be doing 

their own things. 

Don’t tell yourself you will start when the kids are older. It is 

never too early to implement some of these new habits. 
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It is harder to start level two and level three when your kids 

are older. They will already be in the habit of doing things one 

way; they won’t like the changes so much. Especially if it 

involves work with no pay. 

It is not impossible to change, just harder. Teens complain 

louder than elementary kids! And they can be more stubborn. 

Take advantage of the time when your kids are young. They 

actually like to help. And they are more enthusiastic about 

change.

Prayer

If you are coming against all sorts of roadblocks when starting 

some of these new habits, start praying. Maybe your spouse is 

not on the same page as you, or your family has been child-

centered for years. 

I suggest you start asking God to help you change your 

family.

Ask God to soften your spouse’s heart and your kid’s hearts. 

Pray for wisdom on how to proceed forward. 

It wasn’t easy when we started either. There was a time when 

one of my kids hated mission projects. (It was when we first 

started.)

It took a couple of years of consistency to see a heart change. 

Both of my kids are now firm believers in giving back to 
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others. Be patient and let God work. You will see changes 

over time. 

God worked so beautifully in my own family that both of my 

kids now say they will do missions with their own family 

when they get married someday. That is a far cry from where 

we started ten years ago. 

I will be praying for you, too. My prayer is this book will be a 

life-changing experience for you. And, hopefully, to see your 

family start creating family memories that will last a lifetime. 

If you want to read more you can go to 

www.momremade.com to get a weekly dose of parenting 

ideas and a little bit of humor. Just sign up for the email.

May God bless you and your family. 

Thanks for reading!
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